
Aviod Libel. Use this 
Combination:

Courtesy & 
Common sense

Libel
understanding

li·bel [lahy-buhl] noun 1.Law. Defamation by written or printed words, pictures, 
or in any form other than by spoken words or gestures.

Any published communication- words, photos, pictures, symbols - that falsely 
harms a person’s reputation. 

PIHFF 
CHECKLIST

I

II III

VI V

Publication

FaultFalsity

HarmIdentification

plaintiff must show that the 
statement was published 

(communicated to someone). 
In print, on a computer screen, 

in the newsroom, or even a 
draft of a piece. 

plaintiff must show that he 
was indentified in the state-
ment. By name, or in a way 
that a sifficient # of people 

who read the story believe it 
was he who was indentified. 

plaintiff must prove that the  
statement harmed his 

reputation. ANY statement that 
says something negative about 

a person, group or 
business is potentially libelous.

plaintiff must prove that the 
harmful statement made 

about him is false. Truth is an 
absolute defense to a charge 

of libel. If it is true, even if it is 
harmful, it is not libel.

plaintiff must show that the 
defendant was at fault in 

publishing the statement. No 
fault? No liability. The

defendant must have done 
something wrong.

LIBEL DEFENSES
Did the plaintiff prove the 5 elements in 
PIHFF Checklist? Now the publisher is on 
the defense.

> Consent
> Privledge
> Opinion vs Fact: Fair Comment
> Epithets & insults

reference: Law of the Student Press. SPLC. 3rd ed.

Public official/ pubic figure
 vs. 

private individual

Public official: one who has or appears to the pub-
lic to have a substantial responsibility for or cntrol 
over gevernmental affairs
Public figure: (general purpose)- a celebrity whose 
pervasive frame or notoriety has made his or 
her name a ;household word.’ (limited purpose)- 
someone who has voluntarily assumed a leading 
role in a particular public controversy

The best way to go about it? always assume every 
one of your subject is a private person.
Hold yourself to that standard.

note: claim may not 
hold for public officials & 
figures


